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DECISION, ORDER 
and 

DIRECTION OF ELECTION 
Statement of the Case 

 
Petitioner, Local #59, Hotel and Restaurant & Bartenders International Union, AFL-CIO, hereinafter called 
the Union, on March 21, 1969, filed a petition with the Connecticut State Board or Labor Relations, 
hereinafter called the Board, alleging that a question or controversy had arisen concerning the 
representation of employees in a unit of employees of Manchester Memorial Hospital, Inc., hereinafter 
called the Employer, described as follows: 
 
 All kitchen employees including, but not restricted to, cook, cook helper, 

baker, pantry employees, dishwasher, potwasher and related 
 



classifications in the storeroom, excluding supervisors within the 
meaning of the Act, 

 
and requesting that, pursuant to Section 31-106 of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act, hereinafter 
called the Act, the Board investigate the controversy and certify to the parties the name of the 
representative selected by said employees. 
 
On April 3, 1969, the Union filed a similar petition concerning a unit of employees of the Employer 
described as follows: 
 
 All supervisory personnel in the Dietary Department, except for the Food 

Service Director. 
 

 
Their two petitions were consolidated by the Board, through its Agent, on April 17, 1969, and the 
consolidated petitions were heard before the Board, at Wethersfield, on April 29, 1969 and May 19, 1969. 
The parties appeared and were given full opportunity to present evidence and argument, and to file 
briefs. At the close of the hearing permission was also given to counsel for the Connecticut Hospital 
Association to file a brief amicus curiae. Briefs were filed by the Employer and the Association. 
 

OPINION 
 
I 

The showing of interest 
 
The Employer claims that the petition in Case No. E-1799 should be dismissed because signatures on 
some of the authorization cards were obtained by a supervisor, Dermis Klotzer*. The evidence showed 
that Mr. Klotzer obtained directly about 15 out of the 60-65 cards which were signed, and helped to 
distribute other blank cards to non-supervisory employees who later obtained signatures of their fellows. 
 
In making this objection the Employer misconceives the purpose of the Board's requirement of a showing 
of interest. The Act itself (in contrast to the Municipal Employee Relations Act) contains no such 
requirement. It has been added, rather, by way of administrative regulation and practice, solely to protect 
the state (and indirectly the taxpayers) from the expense and burden of conducting futile elections. Any 
benefit that accrues collaterally to employers from this requirement is only incidental. We have 
consistently held therefore that employers have no standing to raise the question of interest. This is to be 
determined by the Agent - as it was here - and his determination is final and is not subject to challenge by 
the parties. It is a purely intramural matter. The proper consequence of our past rulings on the matter is 
to strike all evidence pertaining to this claim and overrule this ground of objection. To permit litigation of 
the showing of interest would, we believe, (in the light of our long experience with repeated attempts to 
do so), defeat the very purpose of the requirement by putting the state to the expense and burden 
(through increased hearings) which the requirement seeks to save (through avoiding futile elections). 
 
Since in this case the Board did (mistakenly, we think) receive evidence upon this objection, and since the 
evidence received raised an important question for the future administration of the Act) which was 
argued by the parties, we proceed to discuss it for the future guidance of these and other parties, 
although we deem decision of the question irrelevant to the objection made by the Employer. 
 
 
 
* Some cards were also obtained by Joseph Lombardi whom the employer claims to be a supervisor. Since we find Mr. 

Lombardi not to be a supervisor, the objection based on his obtaining cards must also fall. 



The parties stipulated that Mr. Klotzer was a supervisor within the meaning of Act. We accept this 
stipulation as one which does not subvert the purposes of the Act, though the question is a close one 
which we might well have decided the other way.  On the basis of this stipulation, we find that it was 
improper for Mr. Klotzer, as a supervisor to solicit cards from non-supervisory employees or to take any 
other part in organizing them. Under the: 1967 amendment to the Act, supervisors have a dual role. They 
are given the rights of employees to organize and bargain collectively with their employer, and for this 
purpose they are made employees. Gen. Stat. §31-101(13) and 31-106. But where the employer is one 
licensed by the state department of health under §19-32, the Act requires separate bargaining units for 
supervisors and non-supervisory employees. Gen. Stat. §31-106(a) (3). And, in cases involving such 
employees at least, we believe that supervisors are still within the statutory definition of employer when 
they deal with non-supervisory employees concerning any matter covered by the Act. This reasoning 
leads to the conclusion that both Mr. Klotzer and the Employer in a technical sense engaged in an unfair 
labor practice when the former solicited the signing of authorization cards by non-supervisory 
employees. These proceedings do not however raise this issue directly. This is not an unfair labor 
practice proceeding. Nor is the issue raised collaterally unless an employer may prevent an election by 
proof that the showing of interest was the result of its own unfair labor practice. For the reasons given 
above we hold that the employer may not do this on any ground, so that we do not reach the further 
question of its standing to do so on the basis of its own (innocent) statutory violation. 
 
A further point merits discussion. If in some way the evidence in this record (which we hold to be 
inadmissible) could properly be brought before the Board, we would hold that it did not vitiate the 
showing of interest which we require as a condition for the holding of an election. This requirement, as 
noted above, serves the sole purpose of protecting the state from the burden of conducting futile 
elections. The question whether the requirement is met should be, therefore, an overall judgment of 
whether the cards, signed under the circumstances of the given case, lead us to believe that an election 
will be a meaningful thing. Here we think this test is met for the following reasons: 
 

1. It is clear that when Mr. Klotzer helped distribute the cards he did not think he was acting for the 
Employer; and he had not been directed so to act by the Employer. It is also reasonably clear that 
the non-supervisory employees did not believe he was acting for the Employer and did not sign 
cards simply to favor, or to curry favor with, the Employer. In all probability, therefore, all the 
cards were signed with the genuine intent of designating the Union as the bargaining agent.  
 

2. Even if the cards obtained directly by Mr. Klotzer are disregarded, there are more than enough 
other cards to show the requisite interest. 
 

3. The undisputed evidence before us shows that Mr. Klotzer in no way intimidated any employees; 
and there is nothing in the record to indicate that Mr. Klotzer's activities could have permeated the 
whole operation and created a coercive thrust so that the cards obtained by others would not be 
reliable indications of genuine showing of interest. 

 
In fairness to the Employer it should be stated that none of Mr. Klotzer's supervisors had any knowledge 
of his organizing activities at the time, and that the Employer's counsel explicitly directed all supervisors 
to refrain from any such activities even before it became aware of what Mr. Klotzer had done. After this 
warning, Mr. Klotzer completely refrained from such activities. It is clear that there was no intent to 
violate the act in this case on the part either of Mr. Klotzer or of the Employer. 
 
For all the above reasons we overrule the Employer's objection to the holding of an election based on the 
obtaining of signatures to union authorization cards “by supervisors”. 
 
 



II 
 
Joseph Lombardi’s status (as supervisory, or not) 
 
We find that Mr. Lombardi is not a supervisor within the meaning of the Act. His job title is "second cook." 
His job description states his primary function to be as follows: 
 
 Prepares, seasons and cooks meat, fish, fowl, vegetables, soups and 

desserts. Relieves Chef and assumes his responsibilities during his 
absence. Responsible for the quality of food produced and for meeting 
scheduled servings. 

 

 
From the evidence it is clear that he spends virtually all his time preparing food and cooking. When his 
supervisors are present, it appears that Mr. Lombardi has no real supervisory authority at all. As a cook, 
he necessarily has “a certain amount of authority as far as the kitchen is concerned". And no doubt the 
exercise of this authority requires a certain amount of "judgment," just as the driving of a truck or even 
the driving of a nail does. But this falls far short of the "independent judgment" which the Act sets up as 
its test. Rather we find from the evidence that Mr. Lombardi’s authority in the kitchen was of “a merely 
routine nature." Gen. Stat. §31-101(13). 
 
There was testimony that Mr. Lombardi's authority went beyond the routine, but it is clear that he never 
exercised that when any of his supervisors was present; and probably he did not know he had it. 
 
There were about 13 hours a week during which none of Mr. Lombardi's supervisors was regularly on 
the premises. During these hours he does exercise a sort of holding-action supervisory authority; but 
even here it appears to be of a pretty routine order. He has no authority to hire, transfer, suspend, lay-off, 
recall, promote, or discharge other employees. He may assign work to kitchen personnel to a limited 
extent; he may order people to leave the kitchen when they are interfering with operations there, but he 
may not administer discipline. 
 
Even during the periods of Mr. Lombardi's greatest responsibility he spends all of his time doing regular 
cook work, and simply gives orders and instructions between the pantry and the ice box, using his mouth 
to supervise and his hands to do productive work. And even during these periods one or the other of his 
supervisors often comes in to look things over although it is not during his regular tour of duty. 
 
Other evidence points in a different direction, but not strongly. Mr. Lombardi may be consulted as one of 
the supervisors of an employee whose discharge is being considered. (On the other hand 
recommendations for disciplinary action initiated by Mr. Lombard have seldom if ever been followed.) 
Mr. Lombardi is invited to all supervisors' meetings and he has attended many. And Mr. Lombardi has 
been the subject of a notice (proved by secondary evidence) stating that if anyone has any problems they 
are to go to Mr. Lombardi. 
 
On the other hand it is clear that Mr. Lombardi does not regard himself as a supervisor and that he 
occupies a fairly lowly rank in the hierarchy. 
 
On the whole evidence we find that Mr. Lombardi is not a supervisor within the meaning of the Act. 
 

 
 
 
 



III 
 
Is a hospital-wide or a department-wide unit appropriate in this case? 
 
This is the central question. The Employer urges that a hospital-wide unit is the only appropriate one  
here, and counsel for the Connecticut Hospital Association, as amicus curiae, urge the general proposition 
that "the appropriate unit for collective bargaining in a hospital for non-professional and non-
supervisory employees is on a hospital-wide basis." The Union, on the other hand, urges the Board to find 
that a department-wide unit is appropriate in this case. 
 
On both sides the parties ground their contentions on legitimate and rational bases. The Employer points 
to the importance of integrated operation in a hospital's task and the inter-dependence of its various 
departments. It claims that these things are particularly true in hospital operations (as distinguished 
from those of business or industry). It also stresses the desirability of uniformity in working conditions 
and fringe benefits throughout the hospital and of a single integrated wage and salary structure. 
 
The Union, on the other hand, points to historic bargaining patterns in the hotel and restaurant field 
generally, and those factors which lend community of interest to employees engaged in the process of 
food production. Underlying the Union's contentions is the basic policy of the Act, to assure employees 
freedom to choose whether or not they wish to have a bargaining representative and, if so, who it shall 
be. 
 
This right of the employees, which it is the main aim of the Act to secure, would be seriously impaired if 
we were to accept the Employer's position. That would mean that no group, however great their 
community of interest or their tradition of organization, could have the benefits of collective bargaining 
unless a majority of all the employees of that hospital also wished it. It is common knowledge that some 
parts of the working population have a much stronger tradition of union affiliation than others, and that a 
strong strain in the history of the labor movement has been that of trade unionism. The present case 
furnishes an example. This Board knows from history and from its own experience, the effectiveness of 
the petitioning union in its chosen field and the loyalty which it has often engendered among employees 
within the scope of its operations. If we were to accept the Employer's position we would in effect make it 
impossible, or at least exceedingly difficult, for the employees in the dietary department to have the 
petitioner as their bargaining representative. This would thwart a very natural and sensible choice on 
their part and one that is well within the traditional framework of union organization. 
 
We believe that where, as in this case, the unit sought by the Union has such a clear community of 
interest, the basic policy of the Act compels us to find that these considerations outweigh those urged on 
behalf of the Employer and the Hospital Association. We are bidden to fashion appropriate units “[i]n 
order to secure to employees the full benefit of this chapter." Gen. Stat. §31-106(a) (emphasis supplied). 
The implication of this bidding in the present circumstances seems clear. 
 
The operations in a hospital are, of course, closely interrelated and it is quite true that if one department 
does not function, it may frustrate the whole operation. But the same is true in practically every 
complicated business enterprise whether it is an automobile plant or steel mill, an airplane hangar or a 
department store. There are advantages in the larger unit but one of the consequences is to frustrate the 
free choice of employees. 
 
The Employer makes much of common terms and conditions of employment, but this boils down to 
nothing more than standardization for the convenience of the hospital. And the principles of collective 
bargaining and free choice by employees contemplate that employees shall have something to say about 
being pressed into a common mold for the employer's convenience.   



No question is made, nor could it be, about the Board’s power under the Act to decide that something 
other than an employer unit is appropriate. Gen. Stat. § 31-106(a). 
 
We find that the unit sought in each petition is an appropriate one to serve the purposes of the Act. 
 

IV 
 
Should the dietary aides be included in the unit? 
 
The Employer’s position is that even if the Board decides that a unit consisting in the dietary department 
is appropriate, the dietary aides should not be included within that unit. We disagree with this 
contention. These aides are part of the department; they have a separate office but directly across the hall 
from the rest of the department. They work under the same supervisors. There are only six of them, and 
the Employer itself has no suggestion where they would fit better than into a dietary department unit. 
Moreover all of them have signed union authorization cards from which we infer that they wish to be 
included. 
 

V 
 
The problem of the separate supervisors’ unit 
 
We all agree that a unit consisting in the supervisors of the dietary department is appropriate, and the 
statute commands that it be a separate unit from that of the non-supervisory employees. The question 
then arises whether it is consistent with the policies of the Act to have petitioner represent both units. 
This has posed the greatest difficulty for the members of the Board, and we are not in agreement upon it. 
 
A similar question has arisen in connection with units composed of nurses and we have there insisted 
that separate local representatives be created for the separate units. Thus in The Waterbury Hospital, 
Inc., (E-1648 and E-1700, Decision No. 829) we stated: 
 
 "However, in New Milford Hospital, (E-1615, Decision No. 793), we 

expressed our persuasion that the statutory requirement of separate 
bargaining units carried with it an implied requirement of separate 
bargaining representatives.” 

 

 
In the nurses' cases the problem concerned the Connecticut Nurses' Association and its local affiliates. At 
the state level this association was run largely by nurses in high supervisory positions. It was a 
professional type of organization with little or no history of acting as representative in collective 
bargaining with employers. It was in the process of change, adapting to the demand of its members for 
collective bargaining processes. 
 
One member of the Board is of the opinion that the rule developed in the nurses' cases should not be 
applied here where the petitioner is an old-line union which has represented both supervisors and non-
supervisors successfully and fairly and which would encounter some institutional difficulty in creating a 
new local to serve the small group of supervisors.  
 
A majority of us, however, feel that we should not seek to draw distinctions on the basis of differences 
between individual labor organizations - a line of inquiry which we fear may lead us into making 
invidious comparisons - but rather that we should apply consistently the rule in Waterbury Hospital 
which we believe to be sound and to reflect legislative policy. This calls for dismissal of one of the 
petitions. Since the petition for the non-supervisory employees was filed first and involves by far the 



largest number of employees, we dismiss the later petition filed on behalf of the supervisory employees, 
but without prejudice to the filing of another petition seeking certification of any labor organization other 
than petitioner (and this may be another local of the same international union). 
 
 DIRECTION OF ELECTION  (E-1799) 
 AND DISMISSAL (E-1803) 
 
By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by 
Section 31-106, subsection (b) of the Act, it is 
 
ORDERED, (1) In Case No. E-1799, that, as part of the determination by the Board to ascertain the 
exclusive representative for collective bargaining with the Employer, an election by secret ballot shall be 
conducted under the supervision of the Agent of the Board within twenty (20) days of the date of 
issuance hereof at Manchester, Connecticut, among 
 
 All kitchen employees including, but not restricted to, cook, cook helper, 

baker, pantry employees, dishwasher, potwasher and related 
classifications in the storeroom, excluding supervisors within the 
meaning of the Act, 

 

 
who worked an average of 20 hours per week for the whole period of their employment - or - for a 13 
week period next before the date of the filing of the petition (whichever period is the shorter), employed 
by the Manchester Memorial Hospital on the date of the filing of the instant petition, and who are on the 
payroll of the Manchester Memorial Hospital on the date of the election, to determine whether or not 
they desire to be represented by Local #59, Hotel and Restaurant & Bartenders International Union, AFL-
CIO. 
 
(2) In Case No. E-1803, that the petition be dismissed, without prejudice however to the filing at any time 
of another petition on behalf of the supervisory employees seeking certification of any labor organization 
other than petitioner (and this may be another local of the same international union). 
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